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ABSTRACT

The fundamental frequency of the isolated superstructure for seismic exciting tests

was calculated by 16 Hz with a initial modal analysis model. But the actual modal test

resulted in 5 Hz. This large difference was resulted from some uncertainties in analysis

modeling of several connection regions between column and upper beam, cross bars of

each face of the isolated superstructure.

When the stiffness of the cross-bars is larger than certain level in all the analyses, the

joint stiffness between main slab and columns does not effect to the fundamental

frequency. So the fundamental frequency of the isolated superstructure was governed by

the cross-bar's stiffness. In actual tests the first and second frequencies show a little

difference regardless of the cross section characteristics (inertia moments) of four

columns because the joint stiffness between column and main slab is less than 10s lbf

in/radian.

The mounting plate between each column and main slab, and the bolting of each

column and upper beam were fabricated with lower stiffness compared to design value.

During the modal tests the bolting of cross-bars and the fitness of bolt-hole to bolt were

loosed. In the future the tight connecting and the precise assembling of isolated

superstructure are required to reduce the difference of the fundamental frequencies

obtained from the modal analysis and actual test.
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